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Desktop

Migrate to Office 365 or
SharePoint On-Premises,
quickly and easily.

ShareGate Desktop is your go-to for preparing, evaluating,
and making your move to Office 365 or SharePoint
On-Premises, complete with industry-leading support.

www.sharegate.com

A New Year
Wow what a year it has been! Many
thanks to you all for your business,
help, support and feedback. This
calendar year was a record year
for QBSD as we grew by over 50%
to become the largest specialist
software distributor in the UK. We now
offer over 7800 software publishers in
our portfolio and partner with over
4000 resellers across the globe.
What has assisted our growth is
the amount of time that we spend
with our clients understanding their
current and future requirements. As a
result of that we are choosing once
again to invest our profits in initiatives
to fuel growth. We are improving your
digital experience with new portals,
improved data analytics, more selfquoting, product associations and a
faster resilient service.
Looking back over 2018 there have
been a number of key events:
1. The retirement of Skye and Mark
(our founders) after 30 years loyal
service.

2. Being recognised by the London
Stock Exchange as one of the
1000 fastest growing companies to
inspire Britain.
3. Bluebeam strengthening their
relationship with QBSD across
Europe
4. OpenText choosing QBSD as their
Distribution Partner for UK and
Ireland.
Last year we have been slowly
integrating the GNR:tech business
into QBSD and now have a modest
niche hardware business and
represent a number of brands;
Intel NUC, iStorage, Hannspree,
Shuttle, Adata coupled with their
cybersecurity business of Kaspersky
Lab and Panda Security. Please
discuss with your account manager
how best to take advantage of these
vendors.
Look forward to catching up over the
course of the year.
Dave Stevinson
Managing Director
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ABBYY FineReader
PDF tools powered by OCR –
how much do your customers need?
ABBYY FineReader Standard

ABBYY FineReader Corporate

Combines all the essential PDF tools
with exceptional OCR – at an even more
affordable price.

When PDF tools alone are not enough –
document comparison and automated
conversion on top.

ABBYY FineReader Server
Powerful, server-based OCR solution
for enterprise level document capture
and conversion.

Help your customers to master the
digital transformation, boost their
productivity and streamline their
document workflows.

Product Highlights
These are six products that the editorial team in QBSD have found particularly
interesting. With over 7800 brands in our portfolio there is a mix of favourites,
new technology and a surprise or two.

Product: Jetbrains Rider

Product: Intel Parallel Studio XE

Problem solved: Rider helps you
develop .NET, ASP.NET, .NET Core,
Xamarin or Unity applications on
Windows, Mac, or Linux.

Problem solved: Facilitates native
code development on Windows,
macOS and Linux in C++/C and
Fortran for parallel computing.

Category: Development Tools

Category: Development Tools

Product: Bluebeam Revu

Product: OpenText Exceed TurboX

Problem solved: Combines awardwinning PDF creation, editing,
markup and collaboration
technology for Windows desktop and
tablet users.

Problem solved: Web-based remote
access software for UNIX, Linux and
Windows desktops and applications.

Category: Digital Workflow

Category: Network Communications

Product: Sharegate Overcast

Product: ManageEngine Desktop
Central UEM

Problem solved: Helps you
understand your Azure consumption
and tame your cloud costs, quickly
and easily.

Category: Digital Workflow

Problem solved: Enables enterprises
to manage any type of endpoint - be
it servers, PCs, laptops, smartphones
or tablets - from enrolment to
retirement.
Category: Unified Endpoint
Management
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CODE
MAXIMIZED
Develop high performance parallel applications from
enterprise to cloud, and HPC to AI using Intel® Parallel
Studio XE. Deliver fast, scalable and reliable, parallel code.
#HighPerformance
For more complete information about compiler optimizations, see our Optimization Notice at software.intel.com/articles/optimization-notice#opt-en.
Intel and the Intel logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or other countries. *Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
© Intel Corporation

Digital experience
Homepage

::
::
::
::

Powerful Search Facilities
9 Software Categories with almost 8000 publishers
Log on to your account
Understand more about our vendor partners

An Award-Winning Data
Lineage Solution
www.solidatus.com

Account Dashboard

:: See your balance
:: See outstanding Quotes
:: Monitor Renewals

:: Manage Users
:: Adapt pricing feed
:: Review quotes (coming soon)

Protecting organizations from
content and device based threats
www.opswat.com

A single, professional
and verified solution
for all visual needs

Magnifier, speech &
screen reader for:
A single product to meet the needs of all your
visually impaired clients and team.

Windows
computers

A proven solution chosen by 1000s of other
employers, charities and government
organisations from across the globe.
Comply with disability legislation without
risking your organisation’s reputation.

Remote access
across Citrix and
Remote Desktop
Services

YourDolphin.com

Winners are Grinners
To boost our social media engagement with our community. We are
incentivising our customers, publishers and friends to follow us on LinkedIn
and Twitter. All followers will be noted and prizes will be awarded in a live
draw on LinkedIn video.

1st
Prize

A bottle of champagne
provided by SAP

3rd
Prize

A signed copy of Kaspersky
Total Security by the famous
street artist D*Face

Follow us on Twitter
@QBSDistribution

2nd
Prize

A Datashur Pro hardware
encrupted USB Disk by iStorage

4th
Prize

A guide to GDPR - sponsored
by Opentext

Follow us on LinkedIn
linkedin.com/company/qbs-distribution-ltd
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Always-on security for always-on businesses.
One size doesn’t fit all. Smaller businesses face many of the same cyberthreats
And when you’re getting by on a tight budget and without a dedicated IT specialist,
designed for larger companies.
is designed specifically for very small businesses.
Install in under 10 minutes and protect your business from online attacks, financial
fraud, ransomware and data loss. Wherever and whenever you work.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Set and forget security for 5-50 users
Protect Windows file servers
Advanced ransomware protection with server protection and rollback
Protect Mac and Windows PCs & Laptops
Secure Android-based mobile devices
Safe online payments
File encryption and backup
Remote task execution
Vulnerability scan for installed applications.

Contact QBS Distribution
sales@qbsd.co.uk
020 87337103
for the latest pricing on
Kaspersky Small Office Security.

My Predictions for 2019: David Emm
Principal Security Researcher, Global Research & Analysis Team, Kaspersky Lab

In terms of technology, what will 2018
be remembered for?
This year we have seen a dramatic
growth in malicious crypto-currency
miners, designed to stealthily hijack
the processing power of people’s
devices to generate crypto-currency.
The number of such attacks, at
around 5.5 million, is double what
we saw last year, as cybercriminals
seek to cash-in on the speculation
surrounding crypto-currency. For us
at Kaspersky Lab, the overall number
of malware attacks blocked by our
products stands at 1.9 billion! almost
double the number we saw in 2017.
Is there anything that has shocked
you in 2018, and anything you have
been pleasantly surprised by?
This year we have continued to see
corporate security breaches that
have compromised huge amounts
of personal data. The theft of 500
million records from 2014-18 reported
by Marriott is just one of many
reported this year - if perhaps the
most dramatic. However, the General
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Data Protection Regulation, which
came into force in May 2018, must
certainly focus the attention of online
providers regarding protection if
customers’ data. To-date, the ICO
hasn’t imposed a huge fine under
the regulation, but this is because
the large breaches reported this year
occurred before the regulation came
into effect.
Is there something that was hyped
up at the start of the year, that didn’t
quite take off?
In the last few years the term ‘AI’
has been invoked with increasing
frequency, to the point where it
is now de rigeur to include an
‘AI’ reference to any ‘next gen’
technology. This is not to say that
machine learning is not transforming
the way we handle data. For
example, 99.9 per cent of the
hundreds of thousands of malicious
objects Kaspersky Lab analyses
daily are processed automatically
thanks to the application of machine
learning techniques.

My Predictions for 2019: Dave Stevinson
Managing Director of QBSD

In terms of technology, what will 2018
be remembered for?
It has got to be the price crash
on Cryptocurrencies in particular
Bitcoin followed by a steady decline
throughout the year.
What have been the biggest hits and
misses of 2018?
The biggest hit has been the rise
in demand for EIM (Enterprise
Information Management) and
the biggest miss is still autonomous
driving. I can recall back in 2012
with Sergey Brin wearing the Google
glasses assuring everyone the
driverless car will be commonplace
in 5 years.
Is there anything that has shocked
you in 2018, and anything you have
been pleasantly surprised by?
I was shocked by the surge in
demand for cyber security and
pleased by the recognition of the
recovery by Microsoft by both the
channel and the mainstream press.

Is there something that was hyped
up at the start of the year, that didn’t
quite take off?
GDPR was hyped and never really
took off, but there have been
pockets of success with the leading
EIM publishers like Opentext really
benefitting in the enterprise space.
How has 2018 been for you guys
specifically?
At QBS we have had a very strong
year from a financial perspective with
impressive business performance.
The highlight was being recognised
by the London Stock Exchange as
one of 1000 companies to inspire
Britain.
Finally, what trends do you expect to
take off in 2019?
Without a shadow of doubt RPA
(Robotic Process Automation) will
be the macro trend. Although I have
been personally evangelising the
technology for many years. Publishers
to watch are UiPath, Automation
Anywhere and BluePrism.
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The leader in
Enterprise
Information
Management
OpenText™ is The Information Company,
powering digital transformations to enable
the Intelligent and Connected Enterprise,
while inspiring a new way to work.

www.opentext.com

